We report on the observation of dissipative localized structures in an optical pattern-forming system. After an experimental and theoretical analysis of the mechanism which stabilizes these structures we focus on the demonstration of possible applications of localized structures for information processing.
INTRODUCTION
The investigation of transverse effects in nonlinear optics is both of fundamental and technological interest. Within the latter domain, the study of localized structures (LS), i.e. single spotlike excitations that are localized to a small area of the two-dimensional transverse plane, received a lot of attention during the last years.
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These LS can be regarded as the dissipative counterparts of spatial solitons known from nonlinear wave equations, e.g. the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. 4 Therefore they are often called dissipative autosolitons 5 or cavity solitons. 6, 7 These structures are natural candidates for 'optical bits' in all-optical information-processing schemes.
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In this article we study LS in an experimentally simple system that has already proved to be successful for the investigation of different optical structures.
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The first part of the article covers fundamental aspects of LS: after the description of the experimental setup we show, how LS can be created, and we analyze the mechanism that stabilizes them. These experimental results are compared to numerical simulations of the theoretical model describing the system. In the second part, some possible applications of LS that have been proposed by theoretical groups will be demonstrated: we investigate the pinning of LS on fixed positions of the transverse plane which allows their usage in an optical memory, 10, 13 we implement an optical buffer register and we study the possibility of using LS to amplify modulated signals. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The setup of the experiment (Fig. 1 ) is an implementation of the single-mirror feedback scheme that has been analyzed by d'Alessandro and Firth.
14 It consists of a cell containing sodium vapor in a N 2 buffer gas atmosphere and a plane feedback mirror at a distance d behind the medium. An enlarged and spatially filtered cw dye laser beam (background beam) is injected into the cell. The frequency of the laser beam is tuned several GHz above the sodium D 1 -line, the light is circularly polarized by means of the quarter-wave plate in front of the sodium cell. We observe the transverse intensity distribution of the light field through the feedback mirror (reflectivity R = 0.915) with the help of an imaging lens and a CCD camera.
The idea of the experiment is that the background beam experiences a local variation of the amplitude and phase inside the sodium vapor, if there is a spatial variation of the complex susceptibility. During the propagation of the light field from the sodium vapor to the feedback mirror and back diffraction takes place and provides the spatial coupling required for the formation of structures. Since the susceptibility of the sodium vapor depends on the intensity of both the incoming and the reflected light field, certain spatial modulations of the susceptibility can stabilize themselves.
The nonlinearity of the sodium vapor originates from optical pumping between the Zeeman sublevels of the sodium ground state by the circularly polarized light. The magnetization induced by the pumping process interacts with an oblique dc magnetic field; a variation of the magnetic field allows to shape the characteristic curve, which gives the absorption and refractive indices as a function of the intensitiy for homogeneous light fields. 15 This experiment is already known to exhibit spatially extended patterns 11 and plane-wave optical bistability 12 which are both favorable for the appearance of LS. Fig. 2 shows that large-amplitude bright spots appear spontaneously on the smooth background beam when the input power is increased (top row) or decreased (bottom row). For increasing input power, the first spot appears spontaneously at P = 131 mW (c). For higher input powers in general several spots are observed which form characteristic clusters. In Fig. 2 typical examples for these clusters are shown. We observe spontaneous switching between different clusters and multistability of clusters with different orientation and different numbers of spots. Since the lifetime of a cluster is much longer than the transition time between different clusters we conclude that the clusters are stable and stationary structures and that the switching between different clusters occurs due to noise in a highly multistable system. The average number of spots that appear spontaneously increases with increasing input power.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
From the facts that a single spot can appear on many different locations within the background beam, and that the spots in the clusters are neither densely packed nor display a well defined symmetry, we draw the conclusion that the spots are self-organizing localized states. The characteristic clusters of LS are formed due to the mutual interaction between LS and due to the interaction with the background beam. One advantage of this experiment is that the propagation of the light field between the sodium vapor and the mirror can be investigated separately from the nonlinearity inside the sodium vapor: By moving the imaging lens in front of the camera different planes are imaged onto the camera. Fig. 3 shows profiles of the intensity distribution generated by a LS as the result of such an experiment. The first profile (propagation distance z = 0 mm) shows a profile of the transmitted light field directly behind the sodium vapor. The light field experiences a higher transmission at the site of the LS and therefore there is a small maximum in the transmitted intensity distribution.
During the propagation this maximum becomes higher and smaller, the light field passes through a kind of focus. In the following section we will demonstrate that this focusing effect is due to a phase modulation of the transmitted light field, i.e. the LS acts locally as a focusing lens. The reflected light field which reenters the sodium vapor (last profile in Fig. 3 , z = 2d = 160 mm) has a large intensity maximum which is surrounded by several diffraction fringes. This reinjected light field interacts again with the sodium vapor and provides the positive feedback necessary for the stabilization of the LS.
THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION
Under the experimental conditions described in the previous sections the sodium vapor can be modeled as a J = 
Here γ is the relaxation constant, D is the diffusion constant and ∆ ⊥ is the Laplace-operator in the transverse plane. The vector Ω = (Ω x , 0, Ω z − P∆) describes the precession of m in an effective magnetic field. Ω x and Ω z are the corresponding Larmor frequencies of the magnetic field, the term −P∆ stems from the shift of the atomic levels by the interaction with off-resonant light ('light-shift').∆ is the detuning of the laser with respect to the resonance normalized to the homogeneous linewidth. The pump rate P is proportional to the local intensity. Due to the strong diffusion, the interference of the forward and backward beam inside the medium can be neglected and the pump rate is proportional to the sum of the intensities of the forward and backward fields:
. The factor β can be calculated from the atomic model of the D 1 -line (see e.g. ref. 19 ). Note that the backward light field E b is a function of the magnetization m, therefore equation (1) The effect of the sodium vapor on the light field is described by the complex susceptibility, which varies linearly with the orientation:χ = χ lin (1 − m z ). We neglect diffraction inside the sodium vapor, since the length of the vapor (L = 15 mm) is small compared to the propagation distance between the vapor and the feedback mirror (2d ≈ 160 mm) and the collimation length of the laser beam (Rayleigh length r R ≈ 13 m). Therefore the transmitted light field is
k 0 = 2π/λ is the wavenumber of the light. Propagation over the distance 2d from the vapor to the mirror and back into the vapor is described by the paraxial wave equation:
For a spatially homogeneous incoming light field E f this system has a homogeneous solution. In Fig. 4 the orientation (component m z ) of this solution is drawn as a function of the pump rate P 0 of the incoming light field. Due to the interaction of the light shift and the longitudinal magnetic field, the value of the homogeneous solution shows a pronounced minimum for Ω z − P∆ ≈ 0. The rising side of this minimum is very steep, for suitably chosen parameters the system can even show bistability of the homogeneous solution.
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The dotted line in Fig. 4 gives the orientation at the maximum of the LS that can be found in numerical simulations. As can be seen, the background for the LS is the stable homogeneous solution near the minimum of the characteristic curve. The maximum orientation of the LS corresponds nearly to the saturated level m z = 1 which is attained in the homogeneous beam for slightly higher input pump rates due to the steep gradient of the characteristic curve. For high input pump rates the LS become unstable with respect to the formation of a spatially extended pattern. The dashed parts of the homogeneous solution in Fig. 4 indicate the region where a linear stability analysis yields an instability of the homogeneous solution towards a spatially extended pattern (i.e. a modulation instability). Numerical simulations show that the bifurcation towards the extended pattern is subcritical. Thus there is also a region with multistability between LS, clusters of LS and extended patterns. This finding suggests that the extended pattern can be thought of as an array of LS; however this is still a topic of ongoing investigations.
In conclusion we observe LS in a system, that has a steep gradient of the homogeneous solution (nascent optical bistability) and exhibits a subcritical modulation instability. This scenario is frequently encountered in the theoretical analysis of optical systems 9,16,20,13,21 and seems to be of some generality. In Fig. 5 the calculated variation of the amplitude and phase profiles of a LS during the propagation is shown. The variation of the amplitude shows qualitatively the same behaviour as the experimental result: the incoming light field experiences a higher transmission at the site of the LS and the light field is focused during the propagation. In the simulations as well as in the experiment, the light field reentering the sodium vapor exhibits a large peak which is surrounded by several diffraction fringes.
The phase of the transmitted light field has a pronounced minimum at the site of the LS. This phase shift is responsible for the focusing of the light field during the propagation, therefore the LS acts as a focusing lens. From this result we conclude that the LS stabilizes itself via a self-induced lensing effect. 
APPLICATIONS
The use of nonlinear optical systems for information processing is discussed since the discovery of optical bistability.
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Possible applications are also one of the main reasons that promoted the investigations of optical LS in the past years. In the previous sections we already mentioned the controlled switching of LS with an addressing beam. In the following we will show how these 'optical bits' can be pinned to a fixed position in the transverse plane and we implement a simple two bit buffer register. Finally we examine the possibility of using LS to amplify modulated signals.
There are many facts which are opposed to the direct commercial usage of LS in a single-feedback mirror setup with sodium vapor. Among them is the high effort that must be made to produce the required tunable laser light and the limited number (≈ 10) of LS that can be created simultaneously. Therefore the intention of this section is to demonstrate these applications in principle and to stimulate further research on LS in systems that are more suited for commercial purposes.
24-26

Optical Memory
The drift of LS in gradients of the amplitude and phase 5,10,13 and the mutual interaction of LS 5,27,28 has been analyzed repeatedly in theoretical papers. In the experimental system investigated in this article, these effects lead to the appearance of characteristic clusters of LS 17 (see fig. 2 ); similar effects have been observed for LS in a liquid crystal light valve that move slightly after the creation due to small inhomogeneities of the background beam.
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Furthermore we observe frequent changes of the position of the LS due to noise for nominally constant experimental parameters. For a practical use of LS as bits in an optical memory it is therefore inevitable to fix the positions of the LS in the transverse plane. In ref.
10,13 the authors make the proposal to purposely modulate the phase or amplitude of the input light field in order to prescribe the positions of the LS. This system should also be robust with respect to small errors in the position of the addressing beam, since even LS that are created at some distance from the optimal position can drift to the final position when the addressing beam is switched off. Finally, this system can easily be reconfigured by simply changing the modulation of the input light field. For the experiment shown in Fig. 6 this proposal has been realized in a very simple manner by introducing a quadratic aperture into the input beam and thus inducing a quadratic diffraction pattern. The small amplitude modulations appearing in the background beam can be seen in Fig. 6 (a) . We are able to create a 2 × 2-Array of LS: When the input power is increased, the LS pop up spontaneously on the four positions prescribed by the diffraction pattern. Probably because of small misalignments in the experimental setup we did not succeed in producing bistability between the states with and without LS on all four positions simultaneously. In addition to the pinning of LS, this feature would be necessary for an optical memory.
Buffer register
Another possible application that uses LS as optical bits is demonstrated in Fig. 7 . Here the feedback mirror has been slightly tilted in order to produce a shift between the LS in the sodium vapor and the reflected light field. Thus one can initiate a drift motion of stationary structures. 9, 30, 31 In the experiment shown in Fig. 7 the direction of the drift motion is upwards. For t = 0 µs there is one LS in the upper part of the background beam and a second LS is being created with the addressing beam in the lower part. Therefore in the following the system is in a state where two storage positions are occupied with a LS. After 64 µs the upper LS has disappeared, at t = 80 µs a new LS has been created in the lower part. An empty storage location can be created simply by omitting the addressing beam in one cycle. This all-optical buffer register could be used in optical telecommunications for the translation of serial data into parallel data, or it can serve as a buffer for the temporary storage of data.
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Since the drift velocity of the LS depends on the tilt angle of the feedback mirror, the delay of the buffer register can be adjusted easily.
Amplification of modulated signals
In ref.
7 the authors propose an experiment in which the modulation of an addressing beam can be amplified when it falls onto a LS. Here the main interest is not the amplification of the signal as a whole, but only the amplification of the modulation amplitude (i.e. the differential amplification) is of importance. The physical idea is to use the steep part of the LS-branch shown in Fig. 4 : for these parameters, already a small modulation of the background intensity can lead to a large modulation of the orientation. • C.
For the measurement of the differential gain the addressing beam is modulated in time and sent onto a LS. The straight curve in Fig. 8 (left) shows the power of the addressing beam; the mean power is 0.46 mW and the amplitude modulation is 0.16 mW. The dashed curve indicates the transmitted power at the site of the LS. Here, the mean power is 0.54 mW and the amplitude 0.06 mW. Therefore the ratio of the amplitudes of the transmitted signal and the input signal (i.e. the differential gain) is 0.38. In the interpretation of this result it has to be taken into account that the observation of the transmitted beam is performed through the feedback mirror whose transmission is T = 0.085. Thus it can be deduced that under the experimental conditions of Fig. 8 the modulation amplitude in front of the mirror is 0.06 mW/T ≈ 0.71 mW, corresponding to a differential gain of about 4.4. Therefore it can be concluded that the mechanism proposed in ref.
7 works in principle. The setup used in this experiment is not practical, however, due to the low transmission of the feedback mirror. In the case of LS in a nonlinear cavity the situation may be more favorable and high differential gains have been predicted indeed.
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According to the theoretical considerations the differential gain should vary with the modulation frequency of the addressing beam: the functional dependence is expected to follow a Lorentz curve. We observe a resonant enhancement of the gain, if the frequency of the modulation of the addressing beam is varied (see right hand side of Fig. 8 ) This data can be well fitted to a Lorentz curve with maximum gain at 4.8 kHz and a half width of 5.8 kHz; the resonance frequency is in the order of magnitude of the frequency of the relaxation oscillations that can be observed when the system is locally excited. This is also the order of magnitude of the Larmor oscillations which determine the fastest characteristic time scale in our system (equation (1)). In the theoretical treatment of differential gain in the nonlinear cavity, the center frequency is found to be of the order of the cavity decay rate. This is the fastest characteristic time scale of the nonlinear cavity. However, a detailed theoretical analysis of the effects determining the resonance frequency remains to be done in both systems.
